PARCEL 8

Fill in Contnr 42
Realignment of
MOKAPU ROAD
P.L. 479

H. K. L. CASTLE and W. L. KAHANU CHEE. OTHERS

Description of the center line of the proposed Mokapu road 40.00 feet wide. Being a portion of the ili of Kusuhula K.I. 6955 I.C.A. 7547 Apana L to L Kealoha. Apana Pali 11
Situated at Kaneoke, Koolaupoko, Oahu, T.H.

Beginning at the north end of this piece of land on the center line (40 feet wide) and on the boundary between the lands of Opaapoa and Kusuhula, the true azimuth and distance to a pipe near sea shore being 34° 55' 571.26 feet, and the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "Mokapu" being 12,796.95 feet South and 11,043.38 feet East and running by true azimuths:

1. On a curve to the left with a radius of 1432.67 feet, the direct azimuth and distance being 9° 17' 08" 388.16 feet;

2. 1° 30' 247.17 feet;

3. Thence on a curve to the right with a radius of 1146.28 feet to the boundary between the lands of Kealau and Kusuhula, the direct azimuth and distance being 25° 43' 56" 940.94 feet and containing an area of 1.47 acres.

Office of the City and County Engineer

By T. Y. Awana
Surveyor

Honolulu, T.H.
Aug. 6, 1926.